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ABSTRACT The progressive and highly variable course of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) can present
patients and their families with various challenges at different points of the disease. Structured
communication between the healthcare professional and the patient is vital to ensure the best possible
support and treatment for the patient. While research in this area has been limited, an increasing number
of studies are emerging that support the role of communication in patients with debilitating and fatal
lung diseases.
Communication models used in other conditions that share many challenges with IPF, such as cancer,
provide important insights for developing specifically designed patient support and communications
models in IPF. Three communication models will be described: 1) the patient-centred care model (for
oncology); 2) the three pillars of care model (for IPF); and 3) the Brompton model of care (for interstitial
lung disease). Themes common to all three models include comprehensive patient education, encouraged
patient participation and an accessible healthcare system, all supported by a collaborative provider–patient
relationship. The development of effective communication skills is an on-going process and it is
recommended to examine communication models used in other chronic diseases.
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Introduction
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic lung disease of unknown cause in which fibrotic
transformation of the lung parenchyma leads to a progressive decline in lung function [1, 2]. IPF has an
extremely poor prognosis with a median survival ranging from 2.5 years to 3.5 years [3].
The relentless and often unpredictable course of IPF can present patients and their families with various
challenges, which often lead to major uncertainty and fear. Studies investigating the psychological impact of
living with chronic lung diseases suggest that the coping of patients with respiratory disease may, in some
cases, be worse than patients with cancer [4].
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Effective communication between patients and caregivers is a key component in patient care but it is not
always carried out satisfactorily; several patient surveys have indicated patients would prefer better
communication with their doctors [5, 6]. Structured communication between the healthcare professional
and the patient is important in identifying the patients’ experience/perception of their disease and in
enhancing the patients’ adherence to treatment, mental health and satisfaction [5–11].
Patients recently diagnosed with IPF face a range of problems, which require adequate management from
the interstitial lung disease (ILD) team. Problems can be classified into several types: symptom related,
treatment decisions and general information/education [12, 13]. Unfortunately, current literature covering
these problems is extremely sparse.
Recently, there has been more interest in evaluating the quality of life of patients with chronic lung diseases.
A recent meta-analysis of 34 papers and 3635 patients evaluated the evidence for the use of interventions in
improving symptoms and quality of life in patients with fibrotic lung disease [14]. In this meta-analysis, six
studies examined the effect of pulmonary rehabilitation in 194 patients with ILD. Two of the studies were
randomised controlled trials (RCTs), while four were quasi-experimental open-label studies (two of which
had controls). An overall improvement of 27.4 m was recorded in the 6-min walking distance test for patients
who received pulmonary rehabilitation. The two RCTs also found an improvement in quality of life as
evaluated by the Chronic Respiratory Disease Questionnaire and St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire scores.
The improvement in the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire score was significant (p50.05) [14–16].
Another important element in supporting patients and an extensive and powerful tool in improving quality
of life is communication. Communicating effectively is a learnt skill [6], and it is helpful to look at models
of communication that have been successfully used in other diseases with similar courses and clinical
outcomes to IPF. Certain cancers, such as lung cancer, share many parallels with IPF [17, 18] and patients
face many similar challenges including poor prognoses, invasive tests and unpredictable disease courses.
Both conditions require the management of patient expectations regarding treatment, emphasising delay of
disease progression rather than cure. As such, a patient-centred care model that is used in oncology may
have aspects which are useful in IPF [19].
Effective communication is probably one of a number of key factors by which to enhance the interaction
between health professionals and patients with IPF. In order to improve the often poor quality of life in
patients with this relentless disease it is important that all of these aspects are recognised [20]. Therefore,
integrated models are required to facilitate the provision of best supportive care. The patient-centred care
model is described below and, in addition, two other recently developed care models, the three pillars of
care model for IPF patients [21] and the Brompton model of care for respiratory patients, will be discussed.

Problems faced by IPF patients during the course of their disease
Effective communication with IPF patients can be greatly improved when the healthcare provider has a
thorough understanding of the problems faced by patients during the course of their disease. One way of
categorising these is symptom/quality-of-life based, problems arising from the diagnostic process or those
related to treatment. It should be noted that some problems may be more subtle than others. For example,
one symptom/quality-of-life-based problem that many patients face is the requirement for supplemental
oxygen. As might be expected, this perceived loss of independence provides logistical challenges in terms of
planning excursions from home but, perhaps less obviously, the patient may also suffer psychologically as
their disease becomes more visible [22]. The loss of independence may also impact on the patients’
relationships as they may perceive themselves to be a burden to their family and society. There may also be
financial implications if the patient is no longer able to work [12, 13, 22].
A major challenge faced by patients at the diagnostic stage is to balance the initial relief that they ‘‘do not have
cancer’’ with the latter realisation that the prognosis is, in fact, not significantly different. In addition, the
complexity of diagnosis is likely to place additional stress on the patient. A possible cause of additional stress is
that 40% of patients have consulted three, or more, physicians and may have received conflicting information
at various stages. An overwhelming lack of psychological support is reported by patients as they struggle to
come to terms with their diagnosis and comprehend the disease process [23]. The rapidly progressive nature of
IPF may sometimes present the patient with an additional challenging decision: whether or not to opt for lung
transplantation [24, 25]. Such a situation may lead to a considerable increase in anxiety. Another problem
encountered by IPF patients at the treatment stage is the apparent lack of educational resources. In a recent
survey of 1448 IPF patients, respondents reported a clear lack of information and resources on pulmonary
fibrosis at the time of diagnosis. Information regarding treatment options, the role of supplemental oxygen,
pulmonary rehabilitation and transplantation was also limited [12, 13].
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Communication in oncology
Patient-centred care model
The US National Cancer Institute (Bethesda, MD, USA) recently released a document outlining the patient
care model, which focuses on patient-centred communication in cancer care [19]. The model is based on
several core principles: 1) the patients’ disease perspective; 2) encouragement of patients to participate in
their care; 3) the creation of an optimal patient–doctor relationship; and 4) an accessible healthcare system
(fig. 1). Ultimately, a strong therapeutic alliance is expected to help the physician make the best decisions
on behalf of the patient and thus lead to a number of superior health outcomes. Outcomes that may
be improved include the patient’s management of uncertainty, their overall emotional response and
information exchange between the physician and the patient (fig. 2). The patient-centred care model
stresses that communication is a learnt skill and specifies various areas clinicians can focus on to help build
a strong patient–doctor relationship. The use of both verbal and nonverbal behaviour by the clinician is
essential in gaining the trust and confidence of the patient (table 1). There are also communication cues
that may be displayed by the patient which may indicate that the patient is satisfied with the patient–doctor
relationship (table 2). Guidance from the National Cancer Institute also adds that effective communication
is not only reliant on the clinicians’ and patients’ verbal and nonverbal skills, but also on their abilities to
adapt their behaviour and perspectives during the changing course of the disease.
The three pillars of care model
The three pillars of care model seeks to comprehensively identify and address the broad range of challenges
faced by an IPF patient throughout the course of their disease [21]. The model defines the three pillars to be
addressed as: 1) disease-centred management; 2) symptom-centred management; and 3) education and selfmanagement. Effective implementation of all three pillars is underpinned by a collaborative provider–
patient partnership, which fosters the active participation of the patient in the management of their disease.
The education and self-management pillar is essential in providing the patient with the knowledge required
to fully participate in the decision making and management of their disease. This pillar, in particular,
bolsters the provider–patient partnership as communication between both parties helps the patient to gain
perspective on their disease and thereby set realistic goals, make appropriate decisions, stay in control of
their care and prepare for the future. It is recommended that patient education be started immediately upon
diagnosis and that the information is tailored according to the needs of the patient. Topics that should
be covered include disease pathology, course and prognosis. Disease-centred management comprises
pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment, whereas symptom-centred management focusses on
dyspnoea, cough, deconditioning and anxiety. The patient should be informed in a timely manner about the
possible treatment options for the disease.
Advanced care planning involves setting treatment goals that are consistent with the patients’ values and
preferences. Advanced care planning is an integral part of the education and self-management pillar due to
the progressive nature of IPF. End-of-life care planning in IPF should occur at a non-critical time (when
death is not impending) and should take into account the patient’s views and wishes as much as possible.
The three pillars of care model acknowledges that the nature of the problems presented to an IPF patient is
likely to change with time. For example, in the early stage of IPF, a disease-centred approach whereby the
patient and physician consider decisions on IPF treatments is likely to be relevant, while later in the course
of the disease decision making it is likely to be more focused on palliative therapies. It is crucial during this
process that both approaches are initiated together at the time of diagnosis. Patient education should
attempt to cover all aspects of this spectrum. To reflect the dynamic nature of problems, the model proposes
that active discussion of goals should occur at regular intervals to continually allow for reassessment of the
patients’ needs and treatment goals during the disease course.

Brompton model of care
Patient satisfaction with medical care and disease education is reported to be higher in patients who receive
care at a recognised centre of excellence [13]. NHS England’s service specification acknowledges the
importance of multidisciplinary team (MDT) input to assign the correct diagnoses and initiate the most
appropriate therapy for patients with ILD [26]. In the 1960s, the Royal Brompton Hospital (London, UK)
was ahead of its time, bringing together clinical- and laboratory-based researchers to work together as
teams. Integrated thinking enabled the set-up of a joint management clinic with the Royal Marsden
Hospital (London, UK) for patients with lung cancer. Margaret Turner-Warwick, the first full-time female
chest physician for adults at the Royal Brompton Hospital, was committed to collaborative working and
adapted the Brompton–Marsden model of care that underpins the model used today in the interstitial lung
disease unit at the Royal Brompton Hospital [27]. Embedded in this is a holistic approach enabling
individualised management of the patient.
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Patient-centred care
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FIGURE 1 Patient-centred care model in oncology. Reproduced from [19] with permission from the publisher.
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FIGURE 2 Patient-centred care model in oncology: potential health outcomes from better communication. Reproduced
from [19] with permission from the publisher.
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TABLE 1 Patient-centred clinician behaviours
Nonverbal behaviours
Maintaining eye contact
Forward lean to indicate attentiveness
Nodding to indicate understanding
Absence of distracting movements (e.g. fidgeting)
Verbal behaviours
Avoiding interruptions
Establishing purpose of visit
Encouraging patient participation
Soliciting the patient’s beliefs, values and preferences
Eliciting and validating the patient’s emotions
Asking about family and social context
Providing sufficient information
Providing clear, jargon-free explanations
Checking for patient understanding
Offering reassurance
Offering encouragement and support
Reproduced from [19] with permission from the publisher.

There were approximately 550 referrals to the interstitial lung disease unit in 2011 increasing to 590 cases in
2012 (fig. 3). The Brompton model of care provides diagnostic work-up and multidisciplinary treatment of
chronic respiratory diseases within a single tertiary-care centre. This unified provision of services accelerates
the diagnostic process and delivers a timely, accurate diagnosis to the patient thereby reducing anxiety.
Patients are seen within 6 weeks of referral and, in cases where probable, possible or definite IPF is
suspected, patients are admitted to the ward for 48–72 h for a comprehensive diagnostic work-up. This
relieves the burden of multiple journeys for these patients whose independence may be compromised by
symptoms such as breathlessness and chronic fatigue.
Following this diagnostic work-up patients and their relatives are invited to attend a ward round discussion
with members of the interdisciplinary team. As the model aims to provide all care services for the patient at
one centre, the interdisciplinary team is comprehensive and includes healthcare professionals who are not
routinely involved in the care of IPF patients in many clinics. Palliative care specialists, dieticians,
rheumatologists and clinical nurse specialists contribute to these meetings. Input from a psychologist is
available on a case-by-case basis. Where diagnostic uncertainty exists, additional comprehensive discussion
takes place with core members of the MDT (fig. 4). The integration of members of the interdisciplinary
team into the formal MDT meetings is under review as is the inclusion of a patient advisor.
Patients are encouraged to participate in research. ‘‘ILD patient participation and involvement’’ forums are
held periodically in our Education Unit within the clinical research facility at the Royal Brompton Hospital,
and the clinical nurse specialist has recently set up a monthly ILD support group. Attending patients can
listen to speakers who discuss topics relevant to ILD research and treatment. Patients report that an
awareness of research assists in the decision making processes of their care.
TABLE 2 Active patient communication behaviours
Asking questions
Communicating assertively
Offering opinions
Stating preferences
Interrupting, if necessary
Sharing beliefs about health
Introducing topics for discussion
Expressing concerns and feelings
Expressing emotions
Disclosing fears and worries
Noting frustration
Reproduced from [19] with permission from the publisher.
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FIGURE 3 The Brompton model of care. Referrals to the interstitial lung disease unit at the Royal Brompton Hospital
(London, UK) in 2012. IPF: idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; CTD: connective tissue disease; HP: hypersensitivity
pneumonitis.

Attendance at the interstitial lung disease unit is likely to be reassuring for the patient and their families.
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale scores collected in a cohort of 150 IPF patients at the Royal
Brompton Hospital over 12 months found anxiety scores were reduced in this time period. However,
depression scores were increased, independently of disease severity [28].
The Brompton model of care offers patients access to highly trained professionals who understand their
disease and its process. Patients receive individualised care and information according to the stage of disease
progression. The importance of good access to a knowledgeable healthcare professional is valued by the
patients and their families and may account for the observed reduction in patient anxiety scores. Some
members of staff offer unrestricted access to additional support via email.
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FIGURE 4 The Brompton model of care: core members and interdisciplinary team members for interstitial lung disease
(ILD) patients. MDT: multidisciplinary team. #: to be appointed.
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Conclusion
The unpredictable and frequently rapidly progressive nature of IPF means that patients and their families
are often faced with a number of challenges at different points of the disease course. Therefore, efficient
communication between the healthcare professional and the patient is of paramount importance in helping
the patient and their family cope and feel supported in the disease process.
Communication in such situations involves specific skills that can be learnt and should be tailored to the
individuals’ needs. There is recent evidence to suggest that interventions such as starting up support groups
may have a positive impact on the outcomes in patients with fibrotic interstitial lung disease.
There may be shared lessons from communication models used in other diseases similar to IPF, which may
help improve communication and patient outcomes in IPF. Themes common to the three models of care
studied in this paper (the patient-centred care model, the three pillars of care model and the Brompton
model of care) include strong patient education, encouraged patient participation and an accessible
healthcare team, underpinned by a strong provider–patient relationship. Ward rounds offering the patient
individualised support and annual research and treatment forums (as in the Brompton model of care) are
initiatives for simultaneous patient participation and patient education. The ‘‘accessible, well organised and
responsive healthcare system’’ described in the patient-centred oncology model is exemplified by the
Brompton model of care (fig. 4), which provides a rapid and complete diagnostic work-up under one roof,
a structured ward round and a comprehensive MDT, some of whom are accessible 24 h a day.
The treatment strategy for IPF has changed over time from treatments directed towards the disease to
palliative therapy. Advanced care planning should occur early in the disease process in order to best comply
with the patients’ values and wishes. Regular meetings between the healthcare professional and the patient
throughout the disease course help both parties react to the changing nature of problems and further
strengthens the provider–patient relationship.
A patient-centred communication approach ultimately aims to make the patient feel as comfortable and
listened to as possible so they can best express their wishes and feel confident to participate in the decisionmaking process. The advantages and disadvantages of integrating the patient into the MDT team is
currently under consideration for the Brompton care model. The learning and practice of communication
skills is an on-going process. In future, it may be helpful to look at communication models used in other
chronic diseases.
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